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As we move out of our 
centenary year as a national 
Union, it is pleasing to report 

that our national legal team has 
been successful in a number of 
important matters recently. These 
wins have delivered a measure of 
justice to affected members – and 
almost as important – millions of 
dollars in compensation by way of 
Court judgments or out of Court 
legal settlements.

In this issue of Common Cause 
you will read about two of these legal 
victories – the judgment in favour of 
Adam Giddings, Lodge President at 
Port Kembla Coal Terminal and the 
reinstatement of Alan Scott, Lodge 
President of the Clermont Open 
Cut Lodge. These were hard fought 
cases against cashed-up powerful 
multinational employers and were 
very expensive to run – but there was 
never any question that your Union 
would not take on these fights. 

Elected rank and file Union 
representatives are the lifeblood 
of this organisation who take up 
a multitude of issues on behalf of 
members every day. Whether it is 
a complaint about amenities, or the 
payroll system, a safety issue, or 
advancing the claims of members 
in enterprise bargaining, Lodge 
Officers and Delegates are in the 
frontline of ensuring fairness at work. 
It is the duty of the Union to protect 
these representatives so that we 
can continue to work effectively to 
improve and protect our industry 
standards and conditions.

The victimisation of Adam 
Giddings and Alan Scott by their 
employers is deeply disappointing, but 
unfortunately, all too common. This 
is one of the reasons why the Union 
invests significant resources in a 
highly professional legal and industrial 
team to look after your interests full-
time.

And on the topic of the work of 
your legal team, it would be remiss 

of me not to report in general terms, 
some of the matters being prosecuted 
on behalf of the membership. In doing 
so, I am constrained by the existence 
of confidentiality agreements that 
apply to many of our legal cases that 
do not permit me to reveal specific 
settlements reached for cases. This 
is particularly the case in relation to 
unfair dismissal and “adverse action” 
cases. 

However, what I can report is that 
there have been a number of very 
significant compensation orders and 
settlements reached over the last 
12-months and to the extent that I am 
allowed to provide details, here are 
some examples:

•	 $1,108,000	recovered	in	
underpayments for former 
employees of Tahmoor Colliery, 
Cornwall Colliery and Dendrobium 
Washery due to an imposition of a 
discriminatory cap on redundancy 
payments based on age.

•	 $1,3200,000	in	superannuation	
underpayments recovered for 
employees of Wollongong Coal Pty 
Ltd.

•	 $2,158,000	obtained	via	judgment,	
or out of Court settlement, for 
members subject to adverse action 
by their employer.

•	 $990,987	in	out	of	Court	
settlements for members making 
unfair dismissal claims.

•	 $15,427	in	Fair	Entitlement	
Guarantee Scheme claims for 
members whose employer has 
gone into liquidation.

•	 $440,149	recovered	for	other	
members in miscellaneous matters 
including disputes over payment of 
bonus and payment during periods 
of industrial action.

In round terms, this represents over 
$6	million	in	financial	compensation	
obtained for members in less than 
12-months by our national legal team. 
It is important to note that the legal 
services used to obtain these amounts 
have been provided to the affected 
members, free of charge.

While it is a matter of regret that 
employers seem to continually want 
to flout their legal obligations, it is also 
good to know that if you do encounter 
difficulties you can be guaranteed the 
best legal representation in the Union 
movement.

General Secretary Andrew Vickers Reports

Another 6 million reasons why  
it pays to belong to your Union

Alan Scott, the victimised Lodge President of the 
Clermont Open Cut Lodge, pictured with his wife 
Traci on the day he was welcomed back to work 
after the Union had won his reinstatement.

Adam Giddings, the victimised Lodge President at 
Port Kembla Coal Terminal after the Union won his 
case for reinstatement.
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In my line of work, I get to meet 
a lot of people and to hear all 
different sorts of perspectives – 

some of which I profoundly disagree 
with. As my inbox and social media 
accounts would attest, I also receive 
some anti-union tripe, ranging from 
the mildly offensive, through to the 
ravings of dead-set nutters. This is 
all par for the course.

However, one thing that never 
ceases to amaze me is the extent to 
which a minority of coal miners will 
go to avoid joining the Union. They 
are happy to accept the benefits that 
Union members today and generations 
before us have collectively fought 
for. However, when it comes to 
contributing to the maintenance of 
these conditions, these same workers 
are happy to be freeloaders, bludging 
on the contributions of their fellow 
workers.

Many of these freeloaders think 
they are smart operators when things 
seem to be going well but for a 
group of non-unionists at Peabody’s 
Copabella mine in Central Queensland 
reality was waiting to mug them. 
This group, numbering a dozen or so 
workers, decided recently that they 
were going to legally pursue a dispute 
with Peabody over an interpretation of 

the enterprise agreement. This would 
mean	taking	the	company	to	the	Fair	
Work Commission and seeking a ruling 
on their claim.

Now let me pause here to say  
this is the type of matter that our 
Union takes on every day of the  
week. In fact, we have a very active 
and professional legal team that 
regularly recovers millions of dollars  
for members each year. Running cases 
in	the	Fair	Work	Commission	and	other	
Courts is our bread and butter, it’s one 
of the things you pay your Union dues 
for.

But the dirty dozen non-unionists 
at Copabella thought that they could 
dispense with this expertise and 
knowledge. “I know”, one of them 
must have said, “why don’t we pass 
the hat around and hire some lawyers 
ourselves?” And that is what they did 
– at least to get to the starting gate. 
You see, that little “non-union union” 
managed to scrape together a couple 
of thousand dollars, enough to only 
get legal representation at a mention 
of their claim and to get a quote for 
running the case to arbitration.

At this point, they got mugged 
by reality – the quote for the case 
provided by Mackay lawyers 
Macrossan and Amiet priced the 

arbitration	at	between	$18,000	and	
$23,000	for	a	one-day	hearing	and	
between	$30,000	and	$40,000	for	a	
three-day hearing. How do we know 
this, you may ask. We know because 
the Copabella “non-union, unionists”, 
when confronted with this cost sought 
to pass the hat around the Union 
members at the mine giving them a 
copy of the lawyers  letter with the 
quoted costs!

Not	surprisingly,		our	CFMEU	
members at the mine told these 
characters where to get off. You 
see,	the	CFMEU	is	already	pursuing	
the	same	claim	in	the	Fair	Work	
Commission with Queensland 
District Legal Officer Chris Newman. 
This is costing Copabella Union 
members nothing more than their 
(tax deductable) Union dues. In fact, 
we never charge members for legal 
representation in industrial cases, no 
matter how expensive or lengthy. That 
is how the Union operates – we invest 
in cases representing members to 
ensure that conditions for all workers 
are preserved. 

Finally,	let	me	give	some	free	
non-legal advice to the Copabella 
non-unionists. Come clean, give up on 
the self-serving excuses and join the 
Union. You won’t regret it.

General President Tony Maher Reports

Harsh lesson from Coppabella 
freeloaders shows why it pays to  
be in the Union
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Merry Christmas and  
a Happy New Year
On behalf of the National officials and 
Staff of the Union I wish you all a Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year. Your 
Union will continue to fight for a Fair Go 
for our members, our families and our 
communities throughout 2016.



North’s big win in Federal Court delivers millions 
for workers throughout Australia

Workers throughout Australia 
will benefit from an 
important breakthrough 

by our Union’s Northern Mining and 
NSW Energy District in the Federal 
Court that has already delivered 
millions of dollars in back pay for 
mineworkers who have ceased 
employment and were denied their 
full annual leave pay entitlements.

Here, Keenon Endacott, Industrial 
Research Officer for our Northern 
Mining and NSW Energy District, 
reports on the breakthrough:

	On	23	July	2015	the	full	Federal	
Court handed down a judgement in 
a case brought by our Union against 
Centennial Northern Mining Services 
which sets out what, as a minimum, 
employees must receive for their 
accrued but untaken annual leave 
when they cease employment. As 
the decision relates to a regulation 
concerning the National Employment 
Standards	(NES)	under	the	Fair	Work	
Act, it is applicable to all workers 
throughout Australia.

The	full	Federal	Court	upheld	
the	March	2015	decision	of	Justice	
Robert Buchanan in which he rejected 
the argument of Centennial Northern 
Mining Services that annual leave on 
termination can be paid at a rate less 
than what the employee would have 
received had they taken the annual 
leave during employment.  The full 
Federal	Court	said	that	s.90(2)	of	the	
Fair	Work	Act	“is the rate at which the 
employee is paid when he or she takes 
annual leave, then that is the minimum 
amount that must be paid for any 
accrued untaken annual leave”.  

The effect of the decision of 
the Court is that even where the 
Enterprise Agreement provides for a 
payment of annual leave at a lesser 
rate on termination when taken, it 
has no affect. The employee must be 
paid their accrued annual leave as if 
taken during employment. Such leave 
taken during employment provides 
many various top ups to the base 
rate, such as annual leave loading, 
roster and bonus payments and other 
allowances.

The NES came into effect on 
and	from	1	January	2010.	Centennial	
Northern Mining Services has informed 
the	CFMEU	that	it	has	900	people	
affected and owes them in excess of 
$2	million	based	on	the	decision	of	the	
full	Federal	Court.			

The determination of the operation 
of	the	NES	in	the	full	Federal	Court	was	
a culmination of a number of cases that 
have	been	progressed	by	the	CFMEU	
since first arguing the point and being 
successful in the Industrial Magistrates 
Court	in	2013.			

At the time of the decision of the 
full	Federal	Court,	the	CFMEU	Northern	
Mining and NSW Energy District 

had a prosecution against Downer 
EDI Mining at Wambo Open Cut for 
approximately	195	former	employees	
who	were	owed	$1.2	million.	This	was	 
a small group out of the total number 
of employees who were affected.

Since the decision, Downer EDI 
Mining has commenced making up the 
back	payments,	not	only	for	the	195	
employees but for all employees.  

Other mining companies in the 
Northern District coalfields such as 
Thiess at the Mt Owen Mine, Austar 
and Whitehaven have all commenced 
correcting their underpayments.  

This decision is a significant 
breakthrough for, not only our Union 
members, but all Australian workers. 
Workers who ceased employment 
since	1	January	2010	and	had	accrued	
but untaken annual leave at the time 
of their payout – whether they left 
themselves or were retrenched – 
should consider how the decision 
of	the	full	Federal	Court	may	have	
implications for them.

In the meantime our Union is happy 
to report on our success on behalf of 
workers to show once again the value 
and power of being in a Union.
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Mineworkers and others throughout Australia have plenty to celebrate with our Union’s Northern 
Mining and NSW Energy District’s big win in the Federal Court. Common Cause file pictures above 
from the North  show Hunter Valley mineworkers celebrating anniversary of their historic win over 
Rio Tinto and CFMEU member underground at United Collieries.



Port Kembla Coal Terminal Lodge President illegally 
sacked for being a Union official, Court finds

In a victory for the CFMEU, Port 
Kembla Coal Terminal worker and 
Union official Adam Giddings has 

won his job back after the Federal 
Court of Australia found that Port 
Kembla Coal Terminal had illegally 
sacked him due to his effectiveness 
as a Union official.

The Court ordered that Adam 
Giddings	and	his	colleague	Jason	
Rosewarn be immediately reinstated 
and found the company had breached 
both the Enterprise Agreement and the 
Fair	Work	Act.

Our Union’s South West District 
Vice-President Bob Timbs told Common 
Cause that the Court had exposed 
the resentful motivations of terminal 
manager Peter Green, who was angry 
and frustrated by the influence Adam 
Giddings has as an active and highly 
respected	CFMEU	Lodge	President.

 “This judgment is a scathing 
assessment of the vindictive and 
unprofessional conduct of Port Kembla 
Coal Terminal who sacked workers for 
doing nothing more than protecting 
their workmates job security and 
entitlements,” he said.

“Port Kembla coal illegally targeted 
Adam Giddings for being an influential 
and hardworking rank and file Union 
leader with his co-workers best 
interests at heart.

“Adam Giddings played an 
instrumental role in winning a good 
outcome for members in last year’s 
refusal to accept a wage freeze and the 
2012 protected action campaign.

“The Union will always 
stand up for workers here 
in the Illawarra and fight for 
people who are attacked for 
standing up for their rights 
at work and the rights of 
their colleagues.

“This is why unions are 
important in this country 
– to protect vulnerable 
employees from attack by a 
ruthless company motivated 
by nothing but greed and 
profit.

“The Court found 
that company bosses 
acted illegally against 
these workers and we 
would expect the Board 
of Directors to review 
positions of all those 
involved in the decision to 
illegally terminate these 
workers employment”, Bob 
Timbs told Common Cause.

Postscript
The	CFMEU	received	
notice that Port Kembla 
Coal Terminal have 
appealed the decision to 
reinstate Adam Giddings 
and	Jason	Rosewarn.	The	
Federal	Court	has	stayed	
the reinstatement order 
pending determination 
of the appeal. The appeal 
is likely to be heard in 
February	2016.

Workmates welcome Adam Giddings and Jason Rosewarn back on the job. The company went on to lodge an appeal against their reinstatement.
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Adam Giddings (in front) and Jason Rosewarn. Picture by 
Robert Peet, courtesy Illawarra Mercury.



Victimised Lodge President 
Alan Scott reinstated at 
Clermont Mine

Alan Scott has lived around 
the Central Queensland 
town of Clermont all of his 

life. Like many of our members in 
the open cuts, he has a variety of 
skills and can put his hand to most 
things. Operating a variety of plant, 
mustering cattle and a spot of 
welding are all part of Alan’s kit bag. 

Like	his	dad,	Frank	Scott,	Alan	
worked at the Blair Athol mine 
near Clermont until 2008 when he 
transferred over to the new Clermont 
pit operated by Rio Tinto. The Clermont 
pit was set up by Rio Tinto to be a 
“non-union” operation, with a high 
proportion	of	FIFO	workers,	contractors	
and clean-skins to the industry.

However, what the employer did 
not anticipate was that Alan Scott and 
a number of his work mates were 
determined to ensure that Clermont 
would not remain a non-union pit. 
Alan	Scott,	Joe	Maw,	Alan	Smith	and	
a number of other activists, assisted 
by Unite organiser Ross Kumeroa and 
District Vice-President Chris Brodsky 
started to recruit and make serious 
headway at the mine from 2011 
onwards.

This brought Alan Scott to the 
attention of management, who 
started to resent his questioning of 
management decisions and directives. 
In particular, the voting down of a 
management proposed enterprise 
agreement in 2011 and Alan Scott’s 
election as President of the newly 
formed Clermont Lodge in August 

2014,	probably	had	him	
marked as someone that 
management was going 
to target.

Management saw 
the opportunity to move 
against Alan Scott when 
they decided to cut the 
workforce back in late 
2014.	Incredibly,	given	his	strong	skills	
base and work ethic, management 
at the mine decided that Alan was in 
the	bottom	29	performers	amongst	
all operators and would therefore be 
sacked.

From	the	outset,	the	Union	sought	
to challenge this finding – which was 
supposedly based on “objective” work 
performance reviews prepared by Alan 
Scot’s supervisors. Yet none of the 
supervisors involved had ever worked 
closely with Alan.

As soon as Alan was terminated, 
the Union took the company to the 
Federal	Court,	accusing	it	of	engaging	
in “adverse action” because of Alan 
Scott’s industrial activity and role as 
a Lodge Official. The Union’s lawyers 
sought an injunction seeking Alan’s 
reinstatement, but in the end the 
company agreed to continue to pay his 
wages until the full hearing of his claim 
was concluded.

The hearing went for nine days 
and revealed the extensive discovery 
of documents that led to an 11 
September	2015	judgement	by	Justice	
Reeves finding that the company 
(now Glencore after the transfer of 

ownership of the mine) had unlawfully 
sacked Alan Scott for reasons relating 
to his Union activity. In particular, the 
Judge	found	that	supervisor	Wayne	
Fleming	was	“distracted”	from	the	
course of assessing Alan Scott’s 
performance objectively, and instead 
was influenced by his “terse dealings 
with	him	as	a	CFMEU	executive	
member”. 

On	Tuesday	6	October	2015,	
Alan Scott walked back through the 
gate of Clermont mine to assume his 
rightful position as an operator and 
Lodge President. In attendance was 
an	honour	guard	of	CFMEU	and	MUA	
members led by Queensland District 
Senior Vice-President Mitch Hughes, 
District Vice-President Chris Brodsky 
and Unite organiser Ross Kumeroa.

Alan Scott told Common Cause: 
“This was a great moment for me. 
I just can’t thank the Union, my 
workmates and my legal team enough. 
I was never alone in this fight and in 
particular I want to thank my wife Traci 
for	her	support,	Joe	Maw	and	Al	Smith	
for standing solid, Brodo and Ross 
Kumeroa and my lawyers Kelly Thomas 
and Brendan Docking for everything 
they have done”.

Some of the CFMEU and MUA members who turned out to welcome Alan Scott back to work after winning his victimisation case.
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Alan Scott with his two boys Duncan and Porter pictured with 
Queensland District Vice-President Chris Brodsky (left) and 
Goonyella Riverside Lodge President Russell Robertson, just 
before restarting work on 6 October.
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Determined 
industrial 
action wins 
job security for 
Dendrobium 
mineworkers

Inspiration on the Picket Line with our Union’s Life Member 93-year old Fred Moore pictured with 
some of the striking Dendrobium miners.

It took a determined industrial 
campaign by CFMEU members 
at the Dendrobium mine to win 

job security for workers there. The 
industrial action involved a 7-day 
protected action strike that was 
supported by other Lodges and 
Unions throughout the Illawarra.

The Dendrobium mineworkers 
fought for a security of employment 
provision in the mine’s proposed 
new Enterprise Agreement but the 
company,	South32,	initially	opposed	
this.

“This was a big challenge for us 
as	South32,	a	spin-off	from	BHP’s	
resources empire, also operates the 
Appin and West Cliff underground coal 
mines in the Illawarra”, our Union’s NSW 
South West District Vice-President Bob 
Timbs told Common Cause.

“The rank and file at Dendrobium 
stood united and solid in defence 
of their jobs and we won wide 
community support. They strongly 
supported a campaign of protected 
industrial action and by the end of the  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7-day	stoppage	and	with	plans	for	an	
ongoing industrial campaign mapped 
out, the company finally saw sense 
and agreed to a job security provision 
in the new EA”.

Bob Timbs paid tribute to the 
determination of the Dendrobium 
miners. “They were determined to stick 
it out and fight for jobs and they won 
the backing of other Union members 
and the Illawarra community too. 

“Early on the Picket Line they were 
inspired	by	the	visit	of	Fred	Moore,	
who rocked up of his own accord. 
Fred’s	a	legend	here	and	even	 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
at	the	age	of	93	still	has	the	energy	
and commitment to stand on Picket 
Lines and support the workers. It was 
wonderful”, he said.

Lodge President Matt Gosek and 
Lodge Secretary Aaron Hertsch told 
Common Cause that the Dendrobium 
miners were “delighted and inspired” 
by	Fred’s	visit.	“It	was	a	real	shot	in	
the	arm	for	all	of	us	that	Fred,	33-years	
after he retired as a working miner 
from BHP’s Nebo Colliery, is still in 
the	fight	with	us.	Fred’s	not	only	a	
legend but an inspiration too”, they told 
Common Cause.

Applications open for 2016  
Mineworkers Trust Scholarships

Application forms for the 
Mineworkers Trust Scholarships 
for 2016 are now available for 

download from our Union’s website  
www.cfmeu.com.au.

To be eligible for one of the 25 
scholarships worth $5,000 each, a 
candidate must be:

•	A	CFMEU	Mining	or	Energy	worker,	

their family member, or dependent.

•	Undertaking	or	applying	to	undertake	
courses at the Diploma level 
or	higher	at	TAFE	or	at	a	public	
university	in	2016.

Criteria for assessing applications 
include:

•	Likelihood	of	the	applicant	
completing the course.

•	The	financial	situation	of	the	
applicant.

•	The	benefits	derived	by	mining	
and energy workers and/or their 
communities by the completion of 
the course.

•	The	academic	record	of	the	applicant.

Applications must be received  
by your Lodge Secretary by Monday  
1	February	2016.

Solidarity. Pictured at the Picket Line are, from left, Dendrobium Lodge President Matt Gosek, 
Lodge Secretary Aaron Hertsch, South Coast Labour Council Secretary Arthur Rorris, Our Union’s 
NSW South Western Secretary Lee Webb, MUA Delegate Mick Cross, District Vice-President Bob 
Timbs and MUA Southern NSW Branch Secretary Garry Keane.



Community rallies to secure future 
for Springvale mineworkers

A united and determined public 
campaign involving our Union 
and the broader Lithgow 

community has secured the future 
of the Springvale mine and the jobs 
of the 350 workers there and the 
hundreds more depending on it.

Without approval for an extension 
to the existing operation in the NSW 
South Western District, Springvale 
stood on the brink of closure. The anti-
coal brigade mobilised their forces in an 
attempt to force the mine’s closure.

However, the local community had 
already been hard hit by recent mines 
and power station closures and drew 
their line in the sand at Springvale and 
with the support of our Union and the 
Lithgow City Council rallied to fight for 
the future of the mine.

Our Union’s NSW South Western 
District Vice-President Graeme 
Osborne told Common Cause that 
mine operator Centennial Coal had 
been forced to stand down the majority 
of	the	Springvale’s	350	local	workers	
on 21 August due to delays in the 
approvals processes of the NSW and 
the	Federal	Government.

“It was tough with the anti-coal 
forces mobilising against the future 
of the mine but our community 

met the challenge in a united front 
combining the Union, Centennial and 
the Lithgow City Council as well as 
other local business and community 
representatives.

“It was a trying time for Lithgow 
mineworkers, their families and 
the entire community but we stuck 
together and were determined to push 
ahead with public meetings and rallies 
and delegations to the Government to 
make sure our case was heard loud and 
clear and not buried in the onslaught of 
the anti-coal forces”.

Graeme Osborne praised the 
resilience of the local community in the 
face of the Springvale challenge.

“There was a hell of a lot of 
anxiety for local people caused by the 
uncertainty and the delays around 
the mine extension approval and I’d 
like to give a huge pat on the back to 
employees and site representatives 
for the control and discipline they 
displayed – particularly in the last eight 
weeks of the campaign.

“We’d like to thank the whole 
community for getting behind 
mineworkers at Springvale – for 
rallying in support of the mine and 
attending the Planning and Assessment 
Commission hearings.

“Thanks to the support of the 
community and the dedication of the 
mineworkers, their partners and their 
families, these jobs have now been 
secured and hundreds of families in 
Lithgow can now go on with their lives 
and plan their futures.

“The Springvale coal mine has been 
part of our community for more than 
20 years and we’re looking forward to 
many more years of good, permanent, 
local jobs”, Grahame Osborne told 
Common Cause.

Community rallies in support of Springvale mineworkers jobs. This picture and the cover photo courtesy of The Lithgow Mercury.
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NSW South Western District Vice-President 
Graeme Osborne.



Forty years to the day that the 
Kianga coal mine blew up 
killing 13 workers underground, 

a group of their workmates and 
many of their families and friends 
joined a large gathering in Moura to 
commemorate the men who died in 
the tragedy.

Among them were Bill Allison who, 
just an hour before the explosion, had 
come out from underground on that 
fateful	Saturday	20	September	1975.	
“I had been underground most of the 
day”, Bill told Common Cause. “They 
were more than fellow workers, they 
were my mates. But for the fact that I 
had been in the mine since 5am that 
morning as a Deputy and local Check 
Inspector checking on a heating and 
was pretty tired by the end of the day,  
I would have died with them”.

Bill recalls: “I was just home and 
having a cold beer less than an hour 
later when the loud explosion rocked 
Moura and a massive plume of dust 
rose in the sky over the mine area. I 
knew then that something disastrous 
had happened and along with some of 
our workmates, we rushed to the mine 
to see what we could do”.

Unfortunately there was nothing 
anyone could do. It was the first major 
disaster in Central Queensland’s new 
Bowen Basin and it occurred just 
three	years	after	the	Box	Flat	Disaster	
at Ipswich, near Brisbane, had taken 
the	lives	of	17	miners	in	a	massive	
underground explosion. It was to 
be the first of three underground 

coal mine disasters at BHP’s Moura 
operations in Central Queensland over 
the	next	17	years	that	took	the	lives	of	
36	miners	and	devastated	families	and	
the community. 

Another Kianga miner who 
attended the Memorial is Col Sealey 
who remembers events as if they 
happened just yesterday. 

“It was the Rugby League Grand 
Final	day	and	the	game	was	not	long	
ended when a thunderous explosion 
tore through the mine just after 5pm. 
On the surface the sky and sun were 
blotted out by the vast cloud of dust 
which erupted from the tunnel. With 
enormous force the roofed walkway 
and fan house were shattered. A car 
was	lifted	and	hurled	30	metres	before	
landing as a crumpled wreck. The 
surface looked like a war zone”,  
said Col.

Indeed, the reverberation of 
the	explosion	was	felt	in	Moura,	27	
kilometres away from the Kianga mine. 

“People came from all over to 
see what had happened and to offer 
assistance”, Bill Allison recalls. “By 
the next day it had become obvious 
that nothing could be done. Tests 
taken showed that as well as the air 
underground being lethally toxic with 
gas, the temperature there was at 
least 1,000 degrees Celsius. There 
was no hope for anyone underground 
and the mine had to be sealed with no 
chance to recover the bodies of our 
workmates”.

Two days after the Disaster a 

Memorial Service was held out at 
the mine site, in the area above 
where the men had been working. A 
nearby Memorial site marks the place 
today	where	the	13	lie	entombed.	It	
was built and paid for by Union coal 
mineworkers. The company wanted 
nothing to do with it.

Col Sealey told Common Cause 
that	the	40th	anniversary	was	a	moving	
time for all who attended, particularly 
the families and those who had worked 
at	Kianga	with	the	13	lost	in	the	
tragedy.

“I’d like to thank our Union, 
particularly those in the Mackay 
CFMEU	office	and	Rockhampton	
CFMEU	office	staff	for	bringing	it	all	
together at Moura. The Kianga Hall and 
Moura Tavern helped make it such a 
memorable day too”.

Col said he was proud to have five 
sons and a grandson as working coal 
miners. “It was special for me to have 
my son Ian and grandson Brody there 
with me and of course my old work 
mates. I am proud to call myself a coal 
miner	and	a	Member	of	the	CFMEU”,	
said Col.

The story of the Kianga Disaster 
with its first hand accounts is told 
in the recent Queensland miners 
documentary Blood on the Coal and 
also features in the extras included in 
the DVD of the film. The international 
multi-award winning film can be 
ordered through the Shop button  
on our Union’s website www.cfmeu.
com.au

Remembering 13 miners killed in Kianga Disaster
Front Row: - John Allison Steve Dobson, Dave Walker, Bill White, Bill Allison. Back Row: - Peter Rook, Gary King, Neil Moore, Col Sealey.
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On the march in support of the Blackwater and regional Queensland mining communities.
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Fighting for local jobs and regional 
communities in Central Queensland

Spearheaded by the Blackwater 
community’s determined 
campaign for local  permanent 

jobs, other workers and residents 
throughout the regional coalfields 
of Queensland are rallying to fight 
back to ensure the future of their 
communities in the face of the 
growing destruction of their towns by 
the big mining companies increasing 
casualization of the workforce.

Queensland District President 
Stephen Smyth told Common Cause 
that	the	replacement	of	300	permanent	
workers by contractors at BHP’s 
Blackwater mine has become the 
catalyst for action and a community 
fightback.

“With the growing casualization 
of the mining workforce and the 
continuation of 100% compulsory fly-in, 
fly-out workforces at two large BHP 
mines in the Bowen Basin, people are 
understandably nervous about their 
jobs and livelihoods”, he said.

“Communities like Blackwater have 
been hard hit by job losses and the 
contracting out of good, permanent 
local jobs, and unless strong action is 
taken	by	the	Queensland	and	Federal	
Governments against big companies 
like BHP, communities will be all but 
destroyed”.

Stephen Smyth said that mining 
communities are taking a stand. 
“Representatives and community 
members from regional Queensland 
towns such has Blackwater, Moranbah, 
Dysart and Mackay took their message 
directly to all State MPs and marched 
on Queensland Parliament on 28 
October. We sent a strong message to 
the State Government and all politicians 
that it’s time to stand up for permanent 
local jobs and regional communities.

“It is pointless relying on BHP 
to take responsible action – they are 
deliberately destroying permanent 
jobs in Blackwater and other mining 
operations in favour of insecure 
contract work, while continuing to 
lock out local mineworkers from 
the opportunity to even apply for a 
permanent job at their new Daunia  
and Caval Ridge mines.

“It’s time for all our State and 
Federal	politicians	to	step	up,	show	
leadership and take strong action 
before entire communities are 
destroyed”, warned Stephen Smyth. 
“If the likes of BHP and other powerful 
mining companies are allowed to 
get away with it, we could see 
many vibrant, tight-knit Queensland 
communities disappear off the map.

“But neither our Union or our  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
communities are going to let that 
happen. We will continue to fight 
for our rights and our future. We will 
continue to stand with our communities 
and take the issue directly to all the 
politicians”.

Stephen Smyth said he was 
pleased that the Queensland 
Government is getting the message 
with Queensland Minister for State 
Development and Minister for Natural 
Resources and Mines Anthony Lynham 
attending a large community meeting in 
Blackwater	on	14	November.

“The Queensland Government 
needs to be fully engaged with the 
community	and	our	local	Federal	
MPs,	who	are	part	of	the	Federal	LNP	
Turnbull Government, need to start 
standing up for their local communities 
in Canberra”, he told Common Cause.
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Colouring-in Winners
Congratulations to the following winners of the August-October  
2015  colouring-in competition who each receive a special prize: 

Emily Fergus Arlia Coleman

Samuel Crosby 3 Queensland

Piper Earl 4 Queensland

Laylah Smith 7 Queensland

Emily Fergus 12 New South Wales

Mia Barrett 11 New South Wales

Max Connor 7 New South Wales

Arlia Coleman 10 New South Wales

Slade Masters 5 Western Australia

Chelsea Hahn 5 Victoria

Fletche Mason 5 Tasmania Mis Barrett Laylah Smith

Union win on Sick Leave for Hail Creek miners 
as Rio attempts to dud them

Our Union has had a major win 
in the Federal Court clarifying 
the sick leave entitlements of 

workers employed at the Hail Creek 
mine in Central Queensland.

The case involved an interpretation 
of the personal leave clause in the 
Hail Creek Enterprise Agreement. The 
agreement was originally voted up as a 
“non-union” agreement and contained 
a standard Rio Tinto clause dealing with 
personal leave.

The clause appeared to provide 
for unlimited sick leave, at least for a 
period of three months, which was 
consistent with Rio Tinto’s “staff “ 
policy.

However, when a number of 

CFMEU	members	sought	to	access	
personal leave in accordance with the 
wording in the Enterprise Agreement, 
they were told by management that 
they were not entitled to unlimited 
personal leave, but that unlimited leave 
was at the discretion of management 
to grant. Instead, the company said, 
the only “entitlement” to personal 
leave that workers had, was the 
minimum 10-days personal leave 
provision in the National Employment 
Standards.

As a result, the Union took Rio 
Tinto to court seeking an interpretation 
that was consistent with the way the 
words in the agreement read. Before a 
single	Judge,	Rio	Tinto	won	the	initial	

argument, but then the Union appealed 
to	the	Full	Court	of	the	Federal	Court.	

On	23	October	2015,	the	
Appeal Bench found that the Union 
interpretation was correct. In other 
words, the written terms of the 
agreement were a legal entitlement 
and were intended to be so by the 
parties to the agreement. The Rio 
Tinto line that the unlimited personal 
leave entitlement was a “gift” of 
management, that they could choose 
to give or take away, was shown up to 
be just bosses spin.

The	Federal	Court	decision	in	Hail	
Creek may have implications for other 
Rio Tinto agreements containing similar 
wording. 



After the hangover from the boom what’s the 
future hold for Australia’s coal industry?     
By Peter Colley, National Research Director

The end of the Resources Boom 
party has seen the Australian 
coal industry go through one 

hell of a hangover. The question 
now is whether the industry 
will stay in the sickbed, or is it 
recovering? There’s some evidence 
the worst is over.

The coal industry has shed up to 
one-quarter of its workforce, maybe 
more, since the end of the boom in 
about mid-2012. No one is quite sure 
as industry statistics are not as reliable 
as they used to be, in part due to the 
high use of contractors and also the 
mis-classification of some resources 
construction workers as mineworkers. 

The industry has gone from 
55,000-60,000	jobs	down	to	41,000-
46,000	jobs.	The	Australian	Bureau	
of Statistics (ABS) currently says that 
jobs are increasing in the industry, but 
there are still stories of job cuts.

Export earnings (not quite the 
same thing as industry revenue, 
but well over 85% of production is 
exported) have fallen substantially, 
but are forecast to recover – slowly. 
In 2011-12 export earnings peaked at 
about	A$47.8	billion,	while	in	2014-15	
they	are	estimated	at	A$37.9	billion.	
The Government forecaster predicts 
growth	to	A$43.3b	in	2019-20	-	still	
below the peak but better than the 
current trough. Thermal coal earnings 
decline a bit more before they recover.

Productivity has jumped 
enormously in the last few years – as 

one would expect when jobs have 
been slashed but production largely 
maintained. After falling during the 
boom years when there was no 
cost-control, saleable production 
per person in NSW has jumped 
from	5,405	tonnes	per	person	per	
year	in	March	2012	to	9,252	tonnes	
per	person	in	June	2015	–	a	76%	
jump. (Note these figures are highly 
dependent on job statistics, which 
have been unreliable, especially in 
Queensland). 

The coal companies are now 
boasting about how much their 
production costs have fallen – though 
a chunk of this is due to the fall 
in the Australian dollar relative to 
the US dollar in which coal is sold 
internationally. BHP Billiton in its 
annual results presentation claimed 
that Queensland production costs had 
fallen	by	about	60%	in	three	years,	
and	would	fall	to	US$61	per	tonne	for	
metallurgical	coal	in	2016.

Glencore has recently claimed that 
its thermal and semi-soft coking coal 
costs	have	fallen	to	US$44	per	tonne	
now,	and	will	fall	to	US$40/t	in	2016.	

Some of the smaller operators 
continue to fall over, especially as the 
bigger companies maintain production 
in the face of falling prices. It looks 
highly doubtful that any of the Galilee 
or Surat basin hopefuls will go into 
production in the foreseeable future.

Some green groups spend their 
time opposing new mines, but to the 

extent they succeed they improve the 
prospects of existing mines, including 
for production increases.

So the industry is surviving and 
may grow from here. In terms of 
where the market is going – we know 
that the domestic market has limited 
prospects as no new coal-fired power 
stations will be built. But some may 
increase output due to demand from 
LNG pipeline infrastructure. 

Internationally, China is reducing 
imports. Alongside the USA, Indonesia 
is cutting exports quite a lot – creating 
openings for Australian coal – and 
there is uncertainty as to whether 
India will increase imports, or reduce 
them (as is the stated Government 
intention, but which has often been 
wrong in the past). Vietnam is 
predicted to go from being a small 
coal exporter to a significant coal 
importer as it grows rapidly.

The Resources Boom is now a 
distant memory, and the pain of the 
last few years has been intense. But 
the Australian coal industry has been 
through some big downturns before 
and proven its resilience. 

The experience, and the ongoing 
danger (as always), is that workers are 
made to bear the cost of managerial 
ineptitude. The boom was always 
going to end, but management did not 
plan for it. Workers need to defend 
their incomes and working conditions 
in the current era of slash and burn 
tactics by the bosses.
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Community remembers four coal miners killed in 
Bulli Mine fire     By Barry Swan, former Miners Federation General Secretary

A moving memorial service to 
mark the 50th anniversary of 
the four Miners Federation 

members who lost their lives on the 
9th of November 1965 in the Bulli 
Mine fire was held at St. Augustine’s 
Church Bulli on Monday November 
9th 2015. 

The families of the deceased 
miners	Fred	Hunt,	Harry	Smith,	Jack	
Murray and Bob Stewart were joined 
at the commemoration service by over 
200 people, including 50 students from 
four local schools, along with friends 
and former workmates in an extremely 
emotional event. 

Barry Kent, the lone survivor of the 
group of five workmen trapped in the 
Bulli mine fire, attended. The tragedy 
occurred when an electrical fault outbye 
of the five miners ignited an undetected 
pocket of inflammable gas. 

Barry Kent, who travelled from his 
home at Tugun in Queensland for the 
commemoration, had successfully run 
through the flames to safety, suffering 
severe burns to his face and hands 
in	that	process.	Unfortunately,	Fred	
Hunt,	Harry	Smith,	Jack	Murray	and	
Bob Stewart were apparently unable to 
follow Barry Kent due to the intensity of 
the fire, which had accelerated rapidly. 

From	the	evidence	given	to	the	

Inquiry into the cause and effect of 
the	1965	Bulli	Mine	Fire,	conducted	
by	Judge	A.	J.	Goran,	it	would	appear	
the four trapped men may well have 
attempted to fight the fire from their 
position or sought to at least find a 
refuge from it, until a possible rescue of 
them could be made. 

However, the extent of the fire in 
combination with the absence of an 
adequate means to fight it by other 
workers outbye of the fire, made any 
hope of rescue impossible. 

Bob Stewart in his last minutes of 
life wrote a very moving farewell to his 
wife and children expressing his wish to 
“die like a man!” 

The Goran Inquiry recommended 
significant improvements be made to 
the Coal Mines Regulations Act (CMRA) 
to ensure, among other things, more 
stringent requirements would apply 
to gas monitoring and detection and 
importantly, the reporting process 
of gas inspections undertaken by 
statutory qualified mine officials to 
determine whether or not any possible 
circumstances existed posing a threat 
to the safety of the workmen. 

The 50th commemoration service 
reinforced the values that mining 
communities have embraced from 
years of experience that is contained 

in	the	Miners	Federation	philosophy:	
“The past we inherit; the future we 
build”.  We use the proud struggles and 
achievements of previous generations 
as the foundation stones on which this 
and future generations should build 
even better and safer workplaces and 
communities. 

At the completion of the 
commemoration service, the Arcadians 
Lamplighters Choir, under the direction 
of Mrs Doreen Bryars, gave a recital 
of songs appropriate for the occasion; 
following which floral tributes were 
placed at the Bulli Mine Disaster 
Monument adjacent to St Augustine’s 
Church. 

The families, friends and former 
workmates	of	the	Bulli	Mine	Fire	
Disaster victims were joined in this 
moving scene by icons of the Miners 
Federation	including	Life	Member	
Fred	Moore	and	former	national	
leaders Barry Swan and Bob Graham, 
former Southern District officials 
Vic Parkinson and Kevin Wiseman, 
along with students from Bulli Public, 
St	Josephs	Woniora	and	Bulli	High	
Schools. The State Labor MP for Keira, 
Ryan Park, also attended. The Master 
of Ceremonies for the day was Barry 
Swan.

Pictured is Bulli fire sole survivor Barry Kent with two students from Woniara.
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District President Peter Jordan vows Union will 
continue to ensure safety top priority

Addressing the large crowd who 
attended the Northern Mining 
and NSW Energy District’s 20th 

Annual Memorial Day Service on 13 
September, District President Peter 
Jordan vowed that the Union will 
continue to ensure the safety and 
health of all workers remains the top 
priority in the industry.  

In extending a particular welcome 
to the surviving families and friends of 
those whose names are featured on 
the	Memorial	Wall,	Peter	Jordan	said	it	
was “a day we pay our respects to all 
mineworkers who have died as a result 
of mining accidents in the Northern 
District coalfields and to reflect upon 
them and their families loss.

“It is also an opportunity to be 
mindful of the countless others who 
have suffered life-changing injuries as 
a result of the real and ever-present 
dangers of working in the coal mining 
industry.

“We only have to remember 
back to last year when, with much 
sadness, we paid our respects to the 
four mineworkers who tragically died 
in mining accidents in the Northern 
District coalfields throughout that year.

“But this year, thankfully, and 
with much relief, we have not lost a 
mineworker in a disaster in our region 
and did not need to add any new 
names to the Memorial Wall”. 

Peter	Jordan	welcomed	the	

attendance of leading industry, Union 
and community representatives at the 
Memorial	Service,	including	CFMEU	
National Secretary Michael O’Connor, 
who delivered the main address, and 
National President Tony Maher, our 
Mining and Energy Division’s General 
President, as well as other Union and 
Labor Party officials. 

Among the other special guests 
were District officials, Central 
Councillors, Board Members, Lodge 
officials, rank and file members and 
employees of our Union. They were 
joined by Members of Parliament, both 
Federal	and	State,	Local	Government	
representatives, in particular all the 
Mayors from Local Councils. 

Among the leading industry 
representatives were the Executive 
Director of Compliance and 
Enforcement of the NSW Department 
of Industry’s Mine Safety, the Director 
of Mine Safety Performance, the 
Manager of the Investigation Unit 
and the Acting Chief Inspector of 
Mines, along with all other Senior 
Inspectors and Safety Officers of the 
Mine Safety Department, along with 
representatives from the Mines Safety 
Advisory Council, Coal Services, the 
Mines Rescue Service and the Rescue 
Helicopter Service. 

Peter	Jordan	said	that	Union,	
employer and industry representatives 
have a great responsibily to a safe  

and healthy workplace.
“This Memorial Day Service is 

a solemn reminder of the high-risk 
nature of coal mining, particularly 
underground coal mines which are 
inherently hazardous workplaces. And 
that’s why we must all continue to 
work together – Governments, the 
Regulator, Mining Companies, the 
Mine Safety Advisory Council, Coal 
Services, the Union and mineworkers 
to keep developing and implementing 
the very best Health and Safety 
Laws and safe work systems, so all 
mineworkers go home safe each day 
to their family and loved ones. So there 
are no more names ever inscribed on 
this Memorial Wall, because I repeat 
what I said last year: ‘The passage of 
time never truly diminishes the grief of 
those affected by the loss of a loved 
one. An inquiry or an inquest may mark 
the end of proceedings for some, but 
for the next of kin, it will never be over’.

“In closing, l say, the Union, its 
members and our mining communities 
should never forget the mineworkers 
whose	names	appear	on	the	Jim	
Comerford Memorial Wall, or those 
who have suffered serious bodily 
injuries or illness, nor should we forget 
the pain and heartache felt by their 
families, friends and workmates. They 
are entitled to nothing less and we will 
never compromise on this”, said Peter 
Jordan.

CFMEU National Secretary Michael O’Connor unveils a plaque with Artist Birgitte Hansen, to mark 
the creation of her wonderful mural Waiting. The artwork, Waiting, is a 5-panel mural reflecting the 
coal mining industry and its history, and demonstrates the struggles associated with disasters in 
our industry.  It will be hung in the grounds alongside the Memorial Wall for important events, and 
outside of these times it is on display inside the District’s main office.
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Northern Mining and NSW Energy District 20th Memorial Day

District President Peter Jordan at this year’s 
20th Annual Memorial Day.



Wayne McAndrew, one of our Union’s finest ever 
leaders, retires

Wayne McAndrew is one of 
our Union’s most respected 
and admired national 

officials ever, a fact highlighted by 
the range of people who attended 
his farewell dinner in Sydney on 11 
November. Union, community and 
industry leaders were among many 
mining and energy representatives 
who joined  Wayne’s family 
and friends to pay tribute to an 
outstanding Union leader and 
genuinely great man.

General Secretary Andrew Vickers 
said in paying tribute to Wayne: 
“He is one of the best from the old 
school of mining union leaders – 
tough, determined and totally loyal 
to his members. He was a smart and 
dedicated Union official who would 
never leave a Mate half-way; Wayne 
would see it through right to the end 
and never flinch in the face of any 
challenge, no matter how daunting”.

Others too paid tribute to Wayne’s 
outstanding character and his great 
contribution to building our Union to be 
the force it is today defending workers 
rights, advancing the interests of our 
families and our mining communities.

Here is a snapshot of Wayne 
McAndrew that Andrew Vickers 
outlined in his tribute:

 Wayne started in the coal mining 
industry as a Mine Mechanic at 
the Lithgow Valley Colliery (also 
Hermitage),	in	NSW,	in	1975.

Always	an	active	unionist,	in	1976	
he was elected to his first honorary 
Lodge position for the Australian Metal 
Workers Union (AMWU) and continued 
his representative role when he 
commenced work at Clarence Colliery 
in	1980.

In	1983	he	transferred	to	the	
Federated	Mine	Mechanics	Association	
(FMMA)	and	in	1985	became	their 

Western District Secretary.
Following	the	amalgamation	of	

the	Miners	Federation	and	FMMA	in	
1990	to	form	the	United	Mineworkers	
Federation	(UMFA),	Wayne	was	elected	
Vice-President of the Union’s Western 
District. This was his first full-time 
position.

When the NSW South and Western 
Districts (including Broken Hill) of the 
United Mineworkers amalgamated to 
form a single South Western District 
in	1998,	Wayne	was	elected	District	
Senior	Vice-President.	In	2003	he	was	
elected District President.

In	2009	Wayne	was	elected	to	
the national position of General Vice-
President	of	the	CFMEU	Mining	and	
Energy Division.

On top of his busy and demanding 
Union commitments, Wayne has 
maintained an active role in his local 
community and has held numerous 
positions including.

Community leader 
•		He	is	a	Lithgow	City	Councillor	and	

represents Council in Mining Related 
Council Meetings.

•		Lithgow	Public	Hospital	Board	
Director.

•		Mid-Western	Area	Health	Services	
Board Director, Deputy Chair then 
Acting Chair.

•		Lithgow	Community	Private	Hospital	
Board Director, Deputy Chair then 
Chair.

•		Three	Tree	Lodge	Aged	Care	Facility	
Board Director, Deputy Chair then 
Chair.

•		Founding	member	Lithgow	Hospital	
Promotions Committee.

•		He	is	the	President	of	the	Lithgow	
Branch of the ALP.

Industry leader
•		Director	of	Coal	Services	Pty	Ltd	

(formerly	the	Joint	Coal	Board).
•		Past	representative,	NSW	Mine	

Safety Advisory Council.
•		Member,	NSW	Mining	Ministerial	

Advisory Committee.
Among those who paid tribute to 

Wayne McAndrew at his retirement 
dinner were his daughter Gemma 
Bunner, who spoke on behalf of the 
family. Others included our Union’s 
General	President	Tony	Maher;	CFMEU	
National Secretary Michael O’Connor; 
MUA National Secretary Paddy 
Crumlin;	CFMEU	Construction	National	
Secretary Dave Noonan; former NSW 
and	Federal	Government	Minister	Bob	
Debus; former Lithgow Mayor and 
State Labor MP Gerard Martin;  former 
NSW South Western District President 
Howie	Fisher;	Queensland	District	
President Stephen Smyth; and South 
West District President Andy Honeysett 
along with District Vice-President Bob 
Timbs. Queensland District Central 
Councillor	Frank	Baker	recited	a	special	
poem he had composed to honour 
Wayne’s contribution.

In his farewell speech Wayne paid 
tribute to the many men and women 
he had the privilege of knowing and 
working with throughout his working 
life. He said that the rank and file were 
the heart and soul of our Union and it 
was an honour to represent them in 
the Union, community and industry 
organisations to which he was elected.

Wayne paid special thanks to his 
wife Rhonda and all his family for 
their great love and support “without 
which I could never have fulfilled my 
responsibilities.	Family	is	everything	
and I have been blessed to have such 
wonderful support. I look forward now 
to spending more quality time with 
them all”, said Wayne. 

Wayne McAndrew speaking at his 
retirment (left) and, South Western 

President Andy Honeysett (right) 
leads the standing ovation for 

Wayne at the dinner.
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Tahmoor miners back Big Red Run to raise funds 
for Type 1 Diabetes Research 

When our Union’s Tahmoor 
Lodge in the NSW South 
Western District heard 

that an ultra marathon run over 
6-days through the Simpson Desert 
covering some of the most hostile 
country in outback Australia was 
a fund raiser for diabetes research, 
they pitched in to sponsor it with a 
$2,000 donation.

Lodge President Steve Ockers has 
Type 1 diabetes and he told Common 
Cause that the Tahmoor miners were 
moved to support the Big Red Run 
because they were familiar with the 
challenge of those stricken with the 
disease,	including	18-year	old	Joe	
Timbs.

“The Timbs family have a long 
and close history with the Tahmoor 
Lodge	going	back	to	Joe’s	grandfather	
Ian who worked there as did his 
uncle Keith, his cousin Bob and his 
uncle Paul. Bob Timbs is our Union’s 
South West District Vice-President. 

Joe’s	dad	Dave	Timbs	works	for	
Coal Mines Technical Services and 
services Tahmoor as a dust monitoring 
technician”.

Steve Ockers told Common Cause 
that	Dave	and	Joe	Timbs	were	in	the	
support team throughout the Big Red 
Run. They were there to particularly 
support competitor Glenn Trott who 
was	running	for	Joe	Timbs.	“It	was	
an incredible gutsy effort by Glenn 
who described the 250km gruelling 
ultra-marathon as the hardest physical 
challenge of his life and an amazing 
experience. That he put his body on 
the line to assist in trying to make life 
better for Type 1 diabetes sufferers 
is fantastic and we are all so proud to 
support his efforts”, said Steve.

Glenn told Common Cause that the 
time	spent	with	Dave	and	Joe	Timbs	
and other mates in the outback after 
the event was “probably the most 
enjoyable of the trip.  To think I might 
have made a difference is a special 

thing and something I will treasure. I 
look forward to returning next year to 
support	Dave	and	Joey	in	their	efforts	
to conquer Big Red”, said Glenn.

Dave Timbs told Common Cause 
that Type 1 diabetes, unlike Type 2, 
is an auto immune disease and not 
related to lifestyle. “The body, for 
unknown reasons, kills off insulin 
generating cells in the pancreas. 
Currently this is irreversible and people 
with this disease must inject synthetic 
insulin	via	4-5	needles	per	day	or,	have	
a cannula and electronic pump attached 
to deliver metered amounts of insulin”, 
he said. 

While there is no known cure 
for Type I diabetes, fund-raising for 
research is vital. “The Tahmoor lodge 
has	raised	$2,000	in	sponsorship	which	
all	goes	to	Juvenile	Diabetes	Research	
Foundation,	which	is	a	fantastic	effort	
and exemplifies what a difference our 
members can make as a collective”, 
Dave Timbs told Common Cause.

Tahmoor Lodge President Steve Ockers and Ryan Webb with the donated cheque.
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Joe Timbs and Glenn Trott enjoy a well earned 
beer in the outback.



FIFO Inquiry findings now before 
Queensland Government

The report of the Queensland 
Parliament’s Infrastructure, 
Planning and Natural Resource 

Committee’s inquiry into fly-in, 
fly-out and other long distance 
commuting work practices in 
regional Queensland, has been 
presented to the State Government. 

It	presents	19	Recommendations	
including ending discrimination against 
local employees by ending 100% 
compulsory	FIFO	and	advocating	that	
resource companies demonstrate 
their social licence to operate in their 
treatment of regional communities.

The full Report and Recommendations 
are available on the Queensland 
Government’s website. Here, for the 
attention of Common Cause readers, 
are some extracts from the introduction 
to the Report by Committee Chairman 
Jim	Pearce,	MP	for	Mirani:

The committee travelled extensively 
throughout Central Queensland and 
the Darling Downs and heard from 
the people of impacted resource 
communities and other stakeholders.

The overwhelming message 
was that a person should have 
a choice as to where they live 
for work and equal access to job 
opportunities. The committee has 
made recommendations based on the 
evidence presented to it and that are 
fair, reasonable, and achievable.

Submitters to the inquiry advocated 
for	the	up	to	100%	FIFO	condition	
of a mine approval to be removed so 
that any candidate for a job at a mine 
be permitted to apply for a position 
without a requirement to live in an area 
determined by the employer.

A fundamental recommendation 
of the committee’s inquiry is for the 
Government to consider amending the 
Anti-Discrimination	Act	1991	to	include	
location as a prohibited ground of 
discrimination. The committee was of 
the view that this is one of the ways to 
facilitate choice for local people without 
making retrospective amendments and 
creating sovereign risk.

Some stakeholders suggested that 
when Caval Ridge and Daunia mines 
were approved to operate up to 100% 
that it was the beginning of the end 

for job security across the region. It 
is clear to me that this inquiry has 
demonstrated the need for all resource 
companies to proactively demonstrate 
their social licence to operate which 
would start with ending ‘postcode 
discrimination’.

The	State	and	Federal	Governments 
and resource companies all have an 
obligation to the people to ensure 
that the benefits of resource activity 
such as employment, are able to be 
accessed by all.

Genuine choice means workers 
being able to make their own informed 
decision about where they live for 
work. Workers should also be given the 
choice about whether they live in an 
accommodation village or in a nearby 
resource community with their family.

The committee also noted the 
recent development of the workforce 
principles in relation to the Red Hill 
mining project. I am of the view that 
the current wording of some of the 
principles are ambiguous and provide 
wide scope for the proponent to apply 
them as they see fit. I am concerned 
that the principles do not provide 
enough protection for workers in 
relation to choice.

Lastly, I consider that it is important 
to clearly define two key terms that 
are commonly misunderstood or 
misrepresented by stakeholders and 
the	media	–	‘FIFO’	and	‘local’.	It	is	
important	to	recognise	that	FIFO	can	
relate to all forms of long distance 
commuting including fly-in, fly-out, 
drive-in, drive-out and bus-in, bus-
out. It is also equally important to 
recognise that ‘local’ in the context 
of proximity to a resource operation, 
should be taken to mean ‘within the 
immediate area’ and not hundreds of 
kilometres from the operation. When 
these two terms are misunderstood 
and miscommunicated, it skews the 
picture in relation to the impacts of 
non-resident workforces in favour of 
the resource company.

To assist with this, the government 
needs to ensure that it is consistent in 
its wording within policy documents, 
particularly during the development of 
the whole-of-government framework 

for	managing	the	impacts	of	FIFO	work	
practices.

On behalf of the committee, I 
thank all witnesses, particularly the 
individuals who took the time to 
make a written submission and to 
participate in the committee’s hearings. 
Some community members took 
time away from their work and family 
responsibilities and travelled long 
distances to participate in the public 
hearings.

Jimmy Pearce pictured with his signed Fair	
Go Pledge.

Costains 
Ravensworth 
45-year Reunion
Costains Ravensworth 45-year 
Reunion will be held at 

The Diggers Club  
at Singleton.
Saturday 6 February 2016 
Commencing at 7 pm.  

Cost: $20 per head. 

Finger food provided; buy your 
own drinks. Wives and partners 
are welcome.

RSVP 14 January 2016. 

Contact:  

Rodney George (02) 6572 1547 
or mobile  0407 721 547.

Lionel Finlay (02) 6543 3030. 
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Proud Crinum Lodge signs off after 21-years of 
Union and Community activism

The Crinum underground mine 
in Central Queensland has 
been one of our Union’s most 

active Lodges since it first came on 
line on 19 September 1994. As part 
of the BHP operations in regional 
Queensland, the Crinum Lodge has 
been in the front line of all the major 
campaigns and disputes to make 
the lives of mineworkers and our 
communities better and safer.

Now, after 21 years of operation, 
the Crinum underground mine has 
reached the end of its productive life 
with the final longwall panels mined on 
Monday	9	November.

And fittingly, the Crinum mineworkers 
finished with a new monthly production 
record	of	more	than	980,000	tonnes.	

Lodge President and Queensland 
District Board of Management 
representative Bruce West told 
Common Cause that the Crinum 
CFMEU	members	held	their	last	
monthly meeting on 18 November.

“It was with mixed feelings. Sad 
that the mine is closing but very proud 
of our workmates and all we have been 
through as an active Lodge over the 
past 21-years. We were proud to play 
our part in the broader BHP merger 

groups and our rank and file were 
never found wanting  when it came to 
fighting for our rights at work and our 
health and safety”, he said.

Bruce West told Common Cause 
that the Lodge was a regular donor 
to numerous community groups 
and causes and that the remaining 
Lodge	funds	of	around	$80,000	
would be donated to local community 
organisations. 

“Being a part of our community 
and putting something into it has 
always been a big part of who we are. 
We have been happy to contribute to 
many worthwhile community causes 
and organisations and we have always 
received support in return when we 
needed it”, he said.

Queensland District President 
Stephen Smyth paid tribute to the 
CFMEU	members	in	the	Crinum	
Lodge. “They were always there 
when they were needed and you 
could always depend on them to see 
things through to the end, even in 
the most difficult of struggles with 
BHP	or	various	State	and	Federal	
Governments. They maintained the 
best of the proud traditions our Union 
has built and they can look back on 

their achievements with satisfaction”, 
said Queensland District President 
Smyth.

The Crinum Lodge also has a great 
record of supporting their community 
around Emerald.

The Crinum mine was developed 
in	1994	alongside	BHP’s	Gregory	open	
cut	mine.	Gregory	opened	in	1979	and	
operated until 2012 when BHP put it 
into care and maintenance. 

Crinum produced its first coal in 
1997.	Since	the	opening	of	Gregory	
and the development of Crinum, more 
than	176	million	tonnes	of	coal	was	
mined between them. The mine has 
produced hard coking and thermal coal 
for customers in South and East Asia, 
Europe, the Americas, India and the 
Australian market.

Bruce West told Common Cause 
that the majority of Crinum Lodge 
members are being redeployed to 
other BHP mines while about 50 opted 
to take voluntary redundancy packages.

About 20 operators will remain at 
the site while it transitions to care and 
maintenance during the first quarter 
of	2016,	once	the	last	coal	has	been	
processed and railed to Gladstone for 
export.
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Proud CFMEU members at the last monthly meeting of the Crinum Lodge held on 18 November 2015.



Remembering the historic 15-day  
Kemira miners underground Sit-in

On 14 October 1982, 31 coal 
miners marked for the sack 
by BHP at the then NSW 

Southern District Kemira Colliery 
decided to fight for their jobs and 
commenced a daring Sit-in strike 
underground that was to last for 15-
days. The courageous action inspired 
the entire Illawarra community to 
rally against BHP and its proposed 
loss of thousands of mineworkers 
and steelworkers jobs.

The Kemira Sit-in sparked 
widespread community action that was 
to	lead	to	the	first	storming	of	Federal	
Parliament by thousands of workers 
and	their	supporters	on	26	October	
1982	when	Prime	Minister	Malcolm	
Fraser	refused	to	meet	representatives	
of the miners and steel workers facing 
massive job losses.

The storming of Parliament House 
rocked	the	Fraser	Government	so	much	
that day that the Prime Minister backed 
off and agreed to meet with Union 
leaders. Three days later, the Kemira 
miners agreed to end their Sit-in as 
urgent talks got underway. 

The Southern District miners and 
steel workers kept up their protest 
action	culminating	in	a	4-day	Right	to	
Work march from Wollongong to NSW 
Parliament House in Sydney where 
they were joined by more than 12,000 
supporters	on	3	December.	

Just	over	3-months	later	the	Fraser	
Government fell, swept from office 
after	more	than	7-years	in	power	by	

the Hawke-led Labor Party.
Two of those brave miners 

who endured the 15-day stay-down 
at	Kemira,	Tony	Evans	and	John	
Hammond, recently met with former 
Miners	Federation	General	Secretary	
Barry Swan and former General Vice-
President Bobby Graham. Both Barry 
and Bobby played leading roles in 
mobilising the community behind the 
Kemira Sit-in and the ongoing fight for 
jobs in the Southern District.

Here they share some of the 
feelings from that meeting:

Although the Kemira Sit-in resulted 
in many of the men involved effectively 
being “black balled” by BHP and some 
other coal companies, neither Tony 
Evans	or	John	Hammond	have	any	
regrets. 

In Tony’s case he had to wait 
three years and to make numerous 
unsuccessful applications for jobs 
in the Hunter Valley and Central 
Queensland mines before becoming 
re-employed in the industry. 

John	Hammond	also	applied	
unsuccessfully for jobs in the Hunter 
Valley and Queensland. Eventually he 
found work on the electrification of the 
Illawarra rail system along with an  
ex-Scarborough workmate Mick 
Bubb until finally, some years later, 
he secured re-employment in the 
Southern District mines.

Tony	Evans	and	John	Hammond	are	
proud to have been part of the Kemira 
Sit-in pointing out that they saw it as 

a stand required to be taken for the 
sake of thousands of good and hard 
working men confronting imminent 
unemployment in an industry they had 
served to make the most efficient and 
productive in the world. 

In the weeks prior to the Sit-in, 
BHP senior management had told the 
Kemira workforce their employment 
security was assured; only to be told 
by their families when arriving home 
from their shift one morning, that the 
same BHP official had announced on 
TV that Kemira was to undertake mass 
sackings! 

The Kemira Sit-in men responded 
to that act of treachery by BHP in 
true	Miners	Federation	style	and	their	
courage and determination aroused the 
entire Illawarra community

They fondly remember and treasure 
the comradeships formed during 
the Sit-in and of the numerous and 
humorous events which occurred  
while they were underground for those 
15-long days. 

Unselfishly, they reserve their 
highest praise for their families, the 
Miners	Federation	and	its	Women’s	
Auxiliary and the Illawarra community 
for the support and solidarity 
demonstrated for the Kemira Sit-in 
men. They expressed a confidence 
that their action was one that united 
the Union movement and the region in 
opposition	to	the	Fraser	Government	
and the excesses of BHP in both the 
coal and steel industries. 

Kemira Sit-n veterans John Hammond (left) and Tony Evans (right) with former 
Miners Federation General Vice-President Bobby Graham.

Some of the Kemira miners during the historic 1982 Sit-in.
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Narrabri CFMEU fighting miner 
Wade Ryan defends NSW 
Professional Boxing Title

When Narrabri  miner Wade 
Ryan walked proudly to 
the ring to defend his 

Professional Boxing (Middleweight) 
Title,  he was led by the CFMEU flag 
wearing our Union logo on his jacket 
and fighting shorts.

He was cheered into the ring by a 
contingent of his Union work mates 
and a large group of other supporters 
from Gunnedah for his Title defence 
on	14	November	against	the	game	and	
experienced Adrian Campbell. The fight 
was the main feature in what was billed 
as the “Battle in the Bush” held in the 
Tamworth	Jockey	Club.

Wade is the current NSW 
Middleweight Champion with an 
impressive professional record of nine 
wins and four losses. 

In a hard fought contest, Wade 
won	the	bout	in	the	6th	round	by	
knockout (KO) unleashing his talent and 
technical boxing ability on the tough 

and determined Adrian Campbell. After 
the fight Adrian told Wade that he “had 
never been knocked out so hard like 
that before”, having only been knocked 
out	once	in	his	previous	29	professional	
fights.

Adrian was a tough and respected 
challenger. He is former NSW 
Welterweight Champion and former 
WBF	Asia	Pacific	Welterweight	
Champion.

Wade’s coaches David Syphers 
and Richard Dumaluan were very 
impressed and proud of Wade as were 
his	CFMEU	work	mates	who	were	
sitting ringside in support.

One of Wade’s greatest supporters 
and mentor is former Gunnedah miner 
Ross Whitaker, who is now a Unite 
organiser with our Union. Ross told 
Common Cause that “Wade is an 
inspiration to other boxers in and out 
of the Gunnedah Black ‘N’ Blue Boxing 
Gym, as he works full time at the pit, 

trains twice daily and on weekends, 
sacrificing family time and social life. 
His focused yet humble attitude and 
dedication to not only his boxing career 
but to his work is immeasurable”. 

Ross Whitaker said that Wade has 
travelled all over NSW for sparring 
sessions, which would not be possible 
without the generous sponsorship from 
the	CFMEU	Northern	Mining	and	NSW	
Energy District.

“Wade will be having a short and 
well earned break to enjoy his win and 
then back into training in preparation 
for his next bout”, Ross told Common 
Cause.

Wade fighting his way to defending his Title.

A victorious Wade Ryan with some of his fellow CFMEU workers and supporters after his great win.
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Central Council 
Meeting

Our Union’s Central Council 
met in Sydney from  
10-12 November 2015 and 

discussed a wide range of District, 
national and international issues 
that concern our members. 

Minutes of the meeting have 
been distributed to District and Lodge 
secretaries. Members can obtain 
copies of the full Minutes through their 
Lodge Secretary.

In Attendance
National Officials: Tony Maher, 
General President; Andrew Vickers, 
General Secretary; and Lorraine Usher, 
Energy Vice-President. 

Northern District:	Peter	Jordan,	 
Todd Hardy, Mick Dobie, Kerry Wild, 
Jason	Porter	and	Daryl	Haile.

Queensland District: Stephen Smyth, 
Frank	Baker,	Brian	Wise,	Rick	Hibble	
and Scott Leggett.

South Western District:  
Andy Honeysett, Dave McLachlan and 
Wayne Small.

Tasmanian District: Chris Hinds.

Victorian District:  
Luke Van Der Meulen.

Western Australian District:  
Gary Wood.

Resolution No 1: General 
Vice-President Position 
Ballot 2016
Council Resolved: “To accept the 
Central Executive recommendation 
that there be no General Vice-President 
position	balloted	for	in	the	2016	Union	
General Elections. The situation will be 
monitored and if ultimately additional 
resources are required, then Central 
Council	in	2016	can	review.
Moved: Mick Dobie
Seconded: Peter	Jordan
CARRIED 2 against

Resolution No 2: Black 
Lung monitoring failures
“Central Council expresses its disgust 
at the reports emanating from the 
Queensland District Report, of the 
discovery of a developing problem 
with “Black Lung” in the District. 
Council congratulates the District for 
the response to date, but recognises 
that more needs to be done. To this 
end, we pledge the maximum amount 
of support possible to the Queensland 

District from the National Office and 
other Districts to aid the District in its 
fight against this insidious issue.

We condemn those Departmental 
Officers whose failure to make proper 
use of the statutory health scheme in 
place in Queensland, has placed the 
lives of coal miners at serious risk of 
contracting an appalling disease and  
ultimately a premature death. 

We demand of the Queensland 
Government, and in particular the 
Minister for Natural Resources 
and Mines, to urgently put in place 
an advisory group to assist in the 
development of a programme to 
address and provide redress to the 
failures in the system that have led 
to a return to the Coal Industry in 
Queensland of Pneumoconiosis. 
Failure	of	the	Government	and	
Minister to act quickly and decisively 
in this regard will leave the Union 
with no alternative but to develop 
and undertake a major political, public 
relations and industrial campaign to 
force an acceptable result.
Moved: Daryl Haile
Seconded: Scott Leggett
CARRIED

From left – The North’s Mick Dobie, Peter Jordan, Kerry Wild and WA’s Gary Wood.
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From left at Council – The North’s Daryl Haile pictured with Queensland’s Rick Hibble, Frank Baker 
and Stephen Smyth, 
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Weipa veterans 20 years reunion celebrates 
their historic dispute

In mid-October, veterans of the 
Weipa dispute got together to 
celebrate the 20th anniversary of 

their historic stand where they drew 
a line in the sand with Rio Tinto’s 
onslaught to destroy unions in their 
mining workforce.

Rejecting Rio’s (then known as 
CRA) discrimination and victimisation 
of Union members, the Weipa 
mineworkers	in	1995	fought	under	the	
banner	of	the	CFMEU	and	rallied	the	
nation to their side in an epic struggle 
that was to reverberate throughout the 
entire industrial relations system and 
ensure a fairer Australia for all workers.

Here are some extracts from 
messages sent in October this year 
from those who stood with the Weipa 
workers throughout their strike 20 
years ago:

Bob Hawke, former Labor Prime 
Minister:

“I send warm greetings to the 
gathering in Weipa celebrating the 20th 
anniversary of the breakthrough court 
case whereby the Unions took on the 
mining giant, CRA, and won, following 
a bitter and protracted industrial 
dispute.

“I readily saw the injustice of the 
situation and recognised that the long 

ago, hard fought for principle of a 
person’s right to collective bargaining 
was at stake and about to be 
abandoned and CRA was the company 
which was going to set the precedent.

“I am sorry I can not be with you 
in Weipa to join the reunion of this 
celebrated historical win, and to lead 
you	all	in	a	rousing	Solidarity	Forever.	
I send best wishes as you recall this 
great victory”.

Greg Combet, former ACTU 
Secretary and Federal Labor Cabinet 
Minister:

“20 years ago the dispute with 
CRA at Weipa brought to a head the 
tension that had been simmering 
between workers, the unions and the 
company all over Australia, in iron ore 
mining, coal mining, diamond mining 
and aluminium smelting and refining. I 
had the privilege to be involved in the 
dispute as an ACTU official. At stake 
was the most basic of human rights – 
the right to join together to collectively 
bargain and to be represented by a 
Union.

“The guts shown by all unionists 
at the CRA Weipa bauxite mining 
operations to fight for these rights was 
inspirational. It’s no exaggeration to 
say that the stand taken by workers at 

Weipa turned around the entire national 
dispute with the company and set 
the Union Movement on the path to 
success. As a result, the rights of many 
workers have been protected over the 
last 20 years”.

Senator Doug Cameron:
“I cannot believe that it is 20 years 

since the Unionists at Weipa fought 
for equal pay for work of equal value. 
I was so proud to play a small part in 
the dispute and will never forget the 
courage and conviction of the workers 
who engaged in a magnificent battle for 
workers’ rights. Good luck and keep up 
the struggle”.

Tim Pallas, Treasurer of Victoria 
and former ACTU Assistant Secretary:

“Hard to believe 20 years has 
elapsed since those heady days. I 
remember our success in ensuring 
‘Equal Pay for Equal Work’ for the 
workers at CRA-Comalco Operations. 
We had to undergo some pain for long 
term gain.

“Through your solidarity with 
the unions, and your shared resolve 
to fight for fairness, you achieved a 
great result, for which you should be 
justifiably proud and for which the 
Labor Movement owes you a debt of 
gratitude”.

Bill Hennessy with former Weipa CFMEU Secretary 
Nigel Gould.

Rank and file leaders at the time of the Weipa strike pictured at the reunion. From left – Richie Ahmat, 
Carla Borgfeldt (now Carla Bahr, who is currently CFMEU Weipa President) and Wayne Holmquest.
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Mine Wealth + Wellbeing  |  13 MINE (13 64 63)  |  mine.com.au

AUSCOAL Superannuation Pty Ltd ABN 70 003 566 989 AFSL 246864  
Trustee for the Mine Wealth and Wellbeing Superannuation Fund ABN 16 457 520 308.

Your super fund is run by the same helpful and knowledgeable 
people, continuing our proud tradition of serving Australia’s 
mining community for the last 74 years.

Helping you mine your potential and grow through life.

Chances are you’ve noticed 
the change in brand name 
from AUSCOAL Super to  
Mine Wealth + Wellbeing.  
You might also be wondering 
why the change happened.

As the fund grows, we’re able to  
help all members with better 
solutions and fees. This means it’s 
in members’ best interests for us to 
stand out and attract new members, 
including from outside the coal 
industry. We also remain connected 
to our heritage and coal by keeping 
AUSCOAL Superannuation Pty Ltd  
as the name of the Fund’s Trustee.

When considering our new name, 
we ran extensive research with 
members, staff and stakeholders. 
Research showed our old name 
– AUSCOAL Super – had many 
positives as well as negatives.

Many prospective members thought 
they couldn’t join unless they worked 
in the coal industry. Meanwhile, 
many current members thought they 
couldn’t take us with them when 
changing jobs. However, we’ve been 
open to anyone to join since 2011. 
Regrettably our previous name  
didn’t communicate this.

We also found super isn’t front 
of mind for many of our younger 
members. To grow and remain  
relevant, we need to be able to help 
members grow through their lives, 
not just when they retire. The name 
Mine Wealth + Wellbeing allows us  

Growing with you, for you

Same friendly faces,  
same strong values 

to remain a super fund at our core, 
while delivering more than super.  
It helps us clearly focus on two very 
important outcomes: your wealth  
and your wellbeing.

With this in mind, in the ‘wealth’ 
category we launched our first 
competitive variable rate home loan 
and Low Rate credit card on 1 July.

What about ‘wellbeing’? We believe  
it can mean different things to 
different people. It may come from 
knowing your finances are on track 
due to sound financial advice, or from 
being happy and healthy. We’ll share 
more about this in the near future.

Everything you see from us proudly 
bears the new name, and you can 
apply for the new wealth products 
now. Over the coming year we’ll look 
at more ways we can help members 
achieve their dreams, both now and 
in the future.



Blood on the Coal – a compelling 
film for all to see
Reviewed by  
Dr Mike Donaldson*

When the multi-award 
winning documentary 
feature film, Blood on the 

Coal – the Queensland Miners’ Story 
premiered in Ipswich, many of the 
town’s residents attended, including 
95-year-old Charles “Digger” Murphy 
who started in the mines aged 15 
in 1934 and became President of 
the Queensland miners union. The 
West Moreton coalfield nearby was 
the birthplace of Queensland’s coal 
industry and Ipswich is close to Box 
Flat where a tragedy took the lives of 
17 miners in 1972.

Three	years	after	the	Box	Flat	
disaster, the small town of Moura, 
600kms	north	west	of	Brisbane,	was	
rocked when an explosion underground 
at	the	Kianga	mine	killed	13.	Two	more	
explosions	in	pits	near	Moura	in	1986	
and	1994	left	another	23	dead.	So	
numerous were the dead and injured 
in the Queensland coalfields, that 
they came to be known as the killing 
grounds. 

This is part of Queensland’s 150-
year coal mining history captured in the 
compelling feature film Blood on the 
Coal	produced	by	Matilda	Films	 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
for	the	CFMEU’s	Queensland	Mining	
and Energy District. Two years in 
the making and involving extensive 
historical research as well more than 
20 conversations with some colourful 
characters, the film does not feature 
experts, but moves effortlessly 
between newspaper reports, 
newsreels, TV footage and interviews 
to produce a seamless, unaffected 
and moving account of the lives of the 
ordinary men and women who make 
history in often difficult and trying 
conditions.

A consistent thread running 
through the documentary, which 
travels through the stormy Bjelke-
Petersen years, is the Queenslanders 
successful struggle to build and 
maintain mining communities in 
challenging environments in the  

 face of fierce opposition. 
Mining bosses told mothers raising 

children in tents near mine sites that 
it was in the coal not the housing 
business. The Union eventually won 
subsidized housing on remote sites, 
and set about building communities, 
their social infrastructure, clubs 
and	leisure	facilities.	Treasurer	John 
Howard attempted to tax the difference 
between the rent that miners paid 
to the company, and what the rents 
would be on the market. He lost that 
tumultuous fight, but  ‘fly in fly out’ is 
the latest of the employers attempts 
to sever the connection between 
unionists and their communities that 
strengthens both of them.

No company or employer was 
ever held accountable or punished in 
any way for the hundreds of deaths in 
Queensland’s coal mines. Death was 
part of business and when the coal 
owners tried to mine the very spot 
where the men had been entombed in 
the	1994	Moura	No.2	Disaster,	grieving	
families of the victims who strenuously 
objected were told to “get over it and 
move on”. The sacrilege did not occur, 
and the memorial that marks the spot, 
remains intact.

When the film’s narrator, veteran 
actor	Jack	Thompson,	saw	a	rough	cut	
of the film, the bloody mindedness of 
mine owners made him so angry he 
had to switch it off halfway and make 
himself a cup of tea. 

Awarded	at	the	Indie	Film	Festival,	
the	WorldFest	International	Film	
Festival,	Oregan	Film	Festival	and	the	
Accolade	Film	Competition,	this	film	
will not be viewed by the frivolous or 
faint-hearted. But it is a film that every 
miner should give to their loved ones, 
especially to their kids and grandkids. 

Any person curious about but 
unfamiliar with unions, miners and the 
mining industry should watch this film. 
It does not preach or hector, but tells 
from the point of view of those in it, 
a story that is easily understood and 
riveting to watch.

*Dr Mike Donaldson was for many years the 
head of the Sociology Department at the 
University of Wollongong.  He has worked 
as a consultant with UNESCO and has 
taught in New Zealand, Papua New Guinea 
and the USA and served as the NSW State 
Secretary of the National Tertiary Education 
Union. 

He is a Life Member of the South Clifton 
Lodge	of	the	Miners	Federation,	the	South	
Coast Labour Council and the National 
Tertiary Education Union.

Paste OFA tag here.

The Queensland Miners’ Story

This remarkable award winning film traces the history  

of Australia’s Queensland coal miners and their Union  

from the darkest days of the 19th century to the  

daunting industrial, safety and community challenges  

driven by giant global corporations today.
It is a story of struggle and survival, of courage and 

determination, of tragedy and triumph and of never giving  

up, even in the face of the most daunting challenges.
The stories in the film are told with compelling honesty, 

humour and wit by miners and their communities who survive 

in one of the world’s most hazardous industries – coal mining.

NARRATOR JACK THOMPSON   EDITOR MARK ATKIN ASE    ORIGINAL MUSIC JOHN ROY

CINEMATOGRAPHER SIMON SMITH   EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS PADDY GORMAN & PIERS GROVE    

PRODUCERS XANON MURPHY & SOFIA MADDEN   ASSOCIATE PRODUCER KIM SMYTH

WRITTEN BY JEFF BIRD & PADDY GORMAN    DIRECTED BY JEFF BIRD

Running Time: 103 min   Language: English    Audio: Stereo 16:9

PAL

© Copyright CFMEU Mining & Energy Queensland District 2015. The proprietor has licensed the film (including soundtrack) comprised in 

this digital video disc for home use only. All other rights reserved. Any unauthorised copying, editing, exhibition, exchange, renting, lending, 

hiring and/or broadcasts is strictly prohibited.

PRIVATE SCREENING ONLY – NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION OR RESALE

www.BloodOnTheCoal.com

The Queensland Miners’ Story

NARRATED BY  JACK THOMPSON
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We’ve got 
your back

Lawyers helping Mineworkers 
and their families since 1893

Benefits for CFMEU Mining and Energy Members:

+ Initial obligation-free consultation with a lawyer

+ A Free Standard Will for member and their partner*

+ 25% off Fixed Fee Conveyancing when buying or selling 

a property*

+ 10% off Family Law Fixed Fees*

+ All other services at a discounted rate

Our services include:

+ Fixed Fees for Family Law

+ Employment Claims

+ Insurance Claims

+ Compensation Claims

+ Criminal Law 

+ Superannuation Claims 

+ Fixed Fees for Conveyancing 

+ Medical Law

+ Wills and Estates 

+ Commercial Litigation

*Conditions apply. Standard Wills may not be suitable for 
all estate types. Fixed Fees excludes disbursements which 
are charged at cost. See slatergordon.com.au for details.

Slater and Gordon office locations: 
Albury, Ashfield, Broken Hill, Campbelltown, Cessnock, Coffs Harbour, Dubbo, Gosford,  
Liverpool, Newcastle, Nowra, Parramatta, Sydney, Tamworth, Tweed Heads, Wagga Wagga, 
Wollongong 
Visiting Services to: Goulburn, Lithgow, Mudgee, Singleton, Muswellbrook

GET IN TOUCH
For a referral to Slater and Gordon freecall 
our Newcastle office on 1800 991 394
slatergordon.com.au

100Years
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We’re here for you

We’re here to help, join today

1300 937 838   

Protected Industrial Action Benefit^  
allows you to keep your health cover but 
don’t have to worry about paying premiums 
if you are on strike, for up to 6 months once 
you qualify
Premium Pause † means if you’re made 
redundant, we’ll waive your health cover 
premiums for up to 6 months 
One Month Free* Receive great value  
health cover when you join

Westfund Health has been helping Australian  
miners for over 80 years. We began as a  
co-operative, taking contributions to pay for 
doctors and ambulance officers at mining sites. 
We’re still a not-for-profit fund that supports  
regional communities across Australia.

 

 

J1
51

0

Westfund Limited ABN 55 002 080 864. A registered private health  
insurer under the Private Health Insurance Act. A not for profit  
health fund.

www.westfund.com.au/cfmeu

†^ Protected Industrial Action Benefit and Premium Pause is available after 3 years continuous  
membership with Westfund Health and excludes Westfund’s Ambulance Only cover. A member’s  
partner or spouse must not be in receipt of more than the National Minimum Wage + 30% gross  
wages per week.  The maximum term of the waiver of Premiums is 6 consecutive calendar months.  
Premiums may be waived by Westfund only if the Primary Member has been unemployed for  
more than 7 consecutive days.
* For new members on new policies. New members must pay by direct debit and pay for the first  
month when joining to get the second month free. Excludes Ambulance and Overseas cover. 

10% off  Diamond  Cover  
 OR One Month Free* 

Now with Protected Industrial Action Benefit^

on a great range of health cover options to suit your needs

We’re here for Aussie miners
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Special 12 month 
discounted variable
First Rate home loan#

OWNER OCCUPIERS & INVESTORS

Premium
Personal Loan

  $0 MONTHLY FEE   
  UNLIMITED FREE REDRAWS   

  FAST APPROVAL   

GET REWARDED WITH A LOWER INTEREST RATE

 8.20%
COMPARISON RATE

P.A.

  7.99%
P.A.

Eligibility criteria, terms & conditions, fees & charges apply. Interest rates current as at 24/08/2015. *An interest rate discount of 1.00%p.a. is applied to the First Rate variable rate (currently 4.99% p.a.) for 1 year from the date of settlement after which time the rate will revert to the 
then current First Rate Variable Rate. Only available for new home loans, refi nances from competitors or for existing home loan members who add an additional minimum $100,000 to their existing Home Loan balance. Minimum Home Loan amount $150,000. 

^$500 Cashback will be paid in a single amount into your Credit Union account within one month of settlement.

+Offer available for new business and for existing personal loan members applying for an additional minimum amount of $5,000. 

 **Comparison rate calculated on a home loan amount of $150,000 over a term of 25 years based on monthly repayments. ^^Comparison rate is calculated on a loan amount of $30,000 over a term of 5 years based on monthly repayments. This rate is for unsecured loans only. 
WARNING: These comparison rate are true only for the examples given and may not include all fees and charges. Different terms, fees and other loan amounts might result in a different comparison rate.

Maritime, Mining & Power Credit Union Ltd  ABN 11 087 650 315 | AFSL/Australian Credit Licence 240399

Brisbane (07) 3899 4755 | Mudgee (02) 6372 0014
Moranbah (07) 4941 9633 | Hunter Valley 0407 256 529
Lithgow (02) 6350 3108 | Wollongong (02) 4274 5722/0417 016 457
Mackay/Dalby/Gladstone/Toowoomba (07) 4951 0868

Call us on 1300 36 2000
or visit mmpcu.com.au

• $500 CASHBACK^ on settlement

• No monthly or annual account keeping fees

• Unlimited FREE redraw
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